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A Conscious 
Palette
For plenty of people around the world, here's what it 
means to eat in 2014: a lot of generic, global fast food 
chains; an endless list of uninspired, irrelevant consumer 
blockbusters (how many Nutella-laced dessert start-ups 
can you name in under 10 seconds?); and an increasingly 
desensitized palette to the culturally irreplaceable flavors 

that define the histories, native identities, and embedded 
heritage of authentic cuisines across the globe, including 
our own. In the last few years, however, Kuwait's been 
leading a quiet food revolution. Through Kuwait's massive 
and rapidly expanding food market, there's been a great 
resurgence of Kuwaiti, certified, culinary talent peppered 
with a host of authentic flavors and inspired food 
concepts. Chef Faras Al-Zaid is among the highest 
of these young, ambitious, trailblazing ranks. Guided by 
an educated, curious attitude and his own promising 
food initiative—the Community Table—Chef Faras is on a 
mission to reawaken the Kuwaiti palette one dish at a time.
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What are five ingredients you always have on hand?

 Salt, Olive Oil, Butter, Cheese, and Flour.

What sparked your interest in food?

 My interest in food started at an early age. I was always an adventurous 
eater and loved trying out new things. I still remember eating raw fish, 
meat offal, and other ‘foodie’ types of dishes while my other friends 
thought it was so strange. When I was a teen I began to cook as a 
hobby. I then decided to get a job making soup at a local café in Canada 
where I was attending high school. I would visit the local markets daily 
to purchase fresh ingredients everyday for the soups, and I believe this 
planted the seed to my approach in cooking later on in my life: fresh, 
seasonal, local.

What is the concept behind Community Table and how did the idea 
come to you?

 The Community Table is an idea that began during my culinary school 
days in Miami, Florida. Local produce, art, and other chefs in the city 
were constantly inspiring me. I was at the height of my passion and 
experimentation in food, and I wanted to create a platform that 
connected culture, food, and art when I came back to Kuwait.

 Our launch was at Sadu House, which was a special two-night event in 
affiliation with the Artist Bader Al Monsour’s Sadu Art Exhibit, where I 
created a menu of re-interpreted Kuwaiti Dishes. Since then, we have 
been hosting monthly dinners in different locations, and will continue 
to do so until we find a permanent home. We are also going to begin 
various food/culture workshops. Our first workshop will focus on 
preserving the classical Kuwaiti techniques of making pickles, an art 
that is slowly dying out.  

 There is also a Community Table Forum that I just started on social media 
in which we pose questions that I feel should be part of the general 
public discussion. Our first topic touched on the different affects that 
large food corporations, such as McDonalds, have on our cultural food 
identity. The goal here is to hopefully transform this online forum into a 
monthly national publication at some point. We can spark some much-
needed debates on important food related topics, and express them to 
a larger group of people in hopes of finding solutions to some of our 
issues. Kuwait is in the midst of a culinary revolution and I feel like the 
Community Table is a positive addition to this. I want to make changes 
that help uplift people and put all of us in a better position. 

How do you think globalization has changed the way we eat?
I think globalization has done a lot to help society, especially in the 
areas of communication and technology. With globalization comes a 
maximum level of consumerism though, which is the only way product 
transfer can occur on a global scale. In other words, produce as much of 
something as possible, to as many people as possible. For this reason, 
food is often adversely affected because it’s being treated as a series of 
goods rather than an entity necessary for our well-being.

 Visit any country in the world and you will find vast generational gaps 
in the way people eat. You will often hear elders complain that the kids 
don’t eat the traditional local foods that those same elders grew up 
eating. This is largely due to globalization. For this reason, it is important 
for us to educate our society, and in particular our younger generation 
on the importance of preserving our traditional cuisine.

In what ways do you think food can represent culture?
 In a cultural context, food acts as a bridge between people and their 
roots in history. Food is not only a representation of culture; it is in 
many ways the most significant part of culture. I’ve had the opportunity 
to live in different countries and, my personal way of connecting myself 
to these different cultures, including my own, has been through food. 

Do you have a creative process when coming up with new recipes?
Usually I will get an idea, and if I think it’s worth pursuing, I will build 
on it. Many times it’s simply a matter of trial and error. Any creative 

"Food is not only a 
representation of 
culture; it is in many 
ways the most significant 
part of culture."

process can’t truly be calculated. Once it becomes such, it looses its 
freedom and the thought process becomes forced. If there is anything 
consistent about my own creative process it’s usually the fact that I get 
my ideas late at night.

What is the difference between a great chef and a great cook?

People often misconstrue the titles of chef and cook as being 
interchangeable. Many times a Chefs’ fundamental job has little to do 
with actual cooking; it’s being able to properly run a kitchen, manage a 
crew, and be skilled enough to deal with any issues that may arise in a 
food operation.

Some chefs don’t actually cook at their restaurants, while others are 
there on a daily basis cooking beside their staff; this is a matter of a 
chef’s own philosophical approach to their job. I know in my career, I’ve 
almost never seen the head chef actually cooking on the line. 

A cook can be great at cooking, but not necessarily have the knowledge, 
temperament, or wisdom that a chef must have to lead a successful 

operation. Chefs have to know how to deal with suppliers, deal with 
costs/profits, ordering and receiving techniques, etc. Cooks can be 
in charge of a station. Perhaps they are prep-cooks that have the 
responsibility of prepping the ‘mise en place’ for that station. A non-
professionally trained home cook can be an incredible cook, but not a 
chef. The differences are endless.

What is the most underrated cuisine?
Authentic Kuwaiti cuisine.

How do you see the Kuwait eating scene growing or expanding in 
the next 5 years?
I think Kuwait is heading in the right direction as far as our overall food 
scene. We are slowly seeing a resurgence of local produce, markets, and 
young Kuwaiti chefs that are making positive changes. It’s an exciting 
time for Kuwait; my only concern is being able to sustain this wave. 
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